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ABSTRACT
We apply a new deep learning technique to detect, classify, and deblend sources in
multi-band astronomical images. We train and evaluate the performance of an artificial
neural network built on the Mask R-CNN image processing framework, a general
code for efficient object detection, classification, and instance segmentation. After
evaluating the performance of our network against simulated ground truth images
for star and galaxy classes, we find a precision of 92% at 80% recall for stars and a
precision of 98% at 80% recall for galaxies in a typical field with ∼ 30 galaxies/arcmin2.
We investigate the deblending capability of our code, and find that clean deblends are
handled robustly during object masking, even for significantly blended sources. This
technique, or extensions using similar network architectures, may be applied to current
and future deep imaging surveys such as LSST and WFIRST. Our code, Astro R-CNN,
is publicly available at https://github.com/burke86/astro_rcnn.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The next generation of astronomical surveys such as the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic´ et al.
2019), the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST;
Spergel et al. 2013), and Euclid (Amiaux et al. 2012) will
produce unprecedented amounts of imaging data throughout
the 2020s. This quickly-approaching era demands efficient,
uniform, and robust techniques to detect, classify, and ana-
lyze sources in images.
The task of star/galaxy classification is a long-standing
problem in astronomy, dating back to the likes of Messier
(1781). Until recently, a technique known as morphologi-
cal separation (Sebok 1979; Valdes 1982) was the popular
choice, which involved a simple assumption: galaxies are re-
solved sources, and stars point sources. Sebok (1979) and
Valdes (1982) pioneered a Bayesian approach focusing on
classifying objects by maximizing the probability of object
class models matching the observed pixel intensity distribu-
tions. In contrast, Jarvis & Tyson (1981) use a parametric
? E-mail: colinjb2@illinois.edu
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method, where clustering of data points of measured pixel
intensity distribution determines the classification.
Next-generation ground-based surveys, such as LSST,
will detect numerous unresolved and marginally-resolved
galaxies, particularly near the photometric limit. In this
regime, a strictly morphology-based approach will not be
able to consistently differentiate between stars and galax-
ies (Kim et al. 2015). Thus, several studies have introduced
machine learning methods such as decision trees (Vascon-
cellos et al. 2011), a blend of different learning approaches
(Kim et al. 2015; Soumagnac et al. 2015), and deep learning
(Serra-Ricart et al. 1996; Kim & Brunner 2017). See Cheng
et al. (2019) for an overview and comparison of different
machine learning galaxy classification techniques.
As the both the sensitivity and depth of surveys in-
crease, we will encounter larger numbers of blended (over-
lapping) sources due to line-of-sight projection or source in-
teraction (i.e. galaxy-galaxy mergers). The detection of both
fainter galaxies and more extended regions of objects will
increase the probability of blending. If blends are not iden-
tified, they will bias results from pipelines that assume ob-
ject isolation. Some important examples include photomet-
ric redshifts (Boucaud et al. 2019) and weak lensing (Arne-
son 2013). Once LSST begins its survey, efficient deblending
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techniques will be a necessity, and thus been recognized a
high priority in the field.
Current estimates place the fraction of significantly
blended galaxies (3” center-to-center distance) in LSST im-
ages at roughly 50% (Dawson et al. 2016; Dawson & Schnei-
der 2014; Chang et al. 2013). Chang et al. (2013) estimates
roughly 10% of galaxies to be blends with a 1” center-to-
center distance in a typical region of the sky (around 37
galaxies per arcmin2). In all, if effective deblending algo-
rithms are not put in place during the ten-year LSST sur-
vey, roughly 200 million galaxies could be discarded each
year according to Reiman & Go¨hre (2019).
Even in current surveys, such as the Dark Energy Sur-
vey (DES; Abbott et al. 2018), crowded fields are challenging
for the current pipeline. For this reason, a deblending code
was developed by Zhang et al. (2015) for DES images of clus-
ters of galaxies. See Sevilla-Noarbe et al. (2018) for a sum-
mary of star/galaxy classification techniques used in DES.
The Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) Subaru Strategic Program
(Aihara et al. 2018) also suffers from poor photometry in
crowded fields due to significant blending (Huang et al. 2018;
Aihara et al. 2019). Several existing codes for source detec-
tion and classification incorporate simple deblending algo-
rithms into their frameworks, such as FOCAS (Jarvis & Tyson
1981), SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), and NEXT (An-
dreon et al. 2000). However, these approaches are highly
sensitive to configuration parameters, such as the density of
sources in the field. Additionally, these codes can be ineffi-
cient compared to machine learning approaches.
Recently, new algorithmic techniques have been devel-
oped in the context of LSST such as the work of Lupton
(2014) and SCARLET (Melchior et al. 2018). Similar to As-
tro R-CNN, SCARLET takes advantage of multi-band imaging
when there are overlapping sources. It achieves this by uti-
lizing non-negative matrix factorization, where one matrix
factor stores the source color and the other spatial shape in-
formation. Then, the likelihood function is minimized with
respect to the inherent non-negativity constraints via a prox-
imal gradient descent update.
The recent work of Hausen & Robertson (2019) com-
bined deep learning semantic segmentation with mask sep-
aration algorithms to classify and deblend galaxies in the
Hubble Space Telescope images. Their code, Morpheus, is
based on the U-Net (Ronneberger et al. 2015) architecture,
and like Astro R-CNN, performs pixel-level classifications.
Further, both codes uniquely identify source and background
pixels, allowing for a singular, cohesive analysis of object de-
tection and classification. Although, Morpheus utilizes user-
supplied segmentation maps and utilizes the classic water-
shed transform algorithm (Couprie & Bertrand 1997) to sep-
arate source and background pixels. These source pixels are
subsequently classified in terms of their morphology (back-
ground, disk, spheroid, irregular, point source/compact).
Some recent works have used more experimental arti-
ficial neutral network techniques for deblending and shown
promising results (Reiman & Go¨hre 2019; Boucaud et al.
2019; Gonza´lez et al. 2018). Zhang & Bloom (2019) used
deep learning to mask cosmic rays. With recent ubiquity of
powerful machines with multiple graphics processing units
(GPUs) and a plethora of machine learning libraries, these
techniques have never been more accessible or appealing.
Many classification and deblending codes operate
monochromatically, not taking into account source color gra-
dient information. In the context of DES and LSST, their
uniform, multi-band data should be exploited to assist with
source classification and deblending. In addition, the source
spectral energy distribution (SED) information can be used
to help discriminate between stars and unresolved galaxies
or quasars. Multi-band images can also be used with convo-
lutional neural networks to estimate photometric redshifts
of galaxies and quasars (Pasquet et al. 2019; D’Isanto &
Polsterer 2018).
In this work, we develop a new deep learning method
based on the Mask Region-based Convolutional Neural Net-
work (Mask R-CNN) framework (He et al. 2017) to perform
all tasks of source detection classification, and deblending
in a single machine learning framework. We train and vali-
date our network using simulated images and catalogs, and
test its performance using DECam Legacy Survey (DECaLS;
Dey et al. 2019) images of a crowded field. After training,
this method is extremely efficient, detecting, classfying, and
segmenting a 512 × 512 pixel2 image in .100 milliseconds
using a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. This work may
be extended to other telescopes and surveys using trans-
fer learning. The code is open source and available at the
Astro R-CNN GitHub repository (Burke et al. 2019).
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce
the Mask R-CNN framework and describe the architecture
of our implementation. We also explain our training proce-
dure using transfer learning and simulated images. In §3, we
present the results of our trained neural network, validate
the results using the simulated catalog as a ground truth,
and evaluate its performance. We present results using real
DECam images. In §4, we discuss the implications of our
method and its benefits and drawbacks compared to exist-
ing work. In §5, we summarize our findings and conclude.
2 NETWORK & TRAINING
Object detection, classification, and instance segmentation
is an active area of research in the field of computer vision.
There are several machine learning -based solutions that per-
form semantic/instance segmentation, such as YOLO (Red-
mon et al. 2015), YOLACT (Bolya et al. 2019), PANet (Liu
et al. 2018), and TernausNet (Iglovikov & Shvets 2018).
Recently, He et al. (2017) developed a novel and general
framework for instance segmentation called Mask R-CNN.
This extends earlier work of Fast/Faster R-CNN (Girshick
2015; Ren et al. 2015), a deep convolutional neural net-
work for classification and bounding box recognition. Mask
R-CNN adds a parallel branch for instance segmentation
(Fig. 1). The Mask R-CNN framework is highly efficient and
robust to occlusion. Several recent works have applied Mask
R-CNN to different fields from cellular biology (Tsai et al.
2019) to remote sensing (Zhang et al. 2018). We select this
framework for its recent ubiquity and maturity. Even more
recent works have built-upon Mask R-CNN (e.g. Mask Scor-
ing R-CNN; Huang et al. 2019) and Zimmermann & Siems
(2018), but are not explored in this work.
In this section, we describe our Mask R-CNN imple-
mentation for the purpose of star/galaxy detection, classifi-
cation, and deblending. We also outline our training, val-
idation, and test dataset generation using simulated im-
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2019)
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Figure 1. A simple schematic of our Mask R-CNN framework for
instance segmentation, based on Figure 1 of He et al. (2017). The
feature map in RoIAlign has a few region of interest (RoI) exam-
ples, shown in yellow, where one galaxy is propagated through
the network. In the convolutional layers this RoI is a fixed size
feature map. Mask R-CNN extends Faster R-CNN by paralleliz-
ing the branch for segmentation mask prediction with the branch
for classification and bounding box regression.
ages. Our training procedure is a form of supervised learning
where simulated images and labeled masks are used to train
the network. We describe this process in detail below.
2.1 Implementation
The code developed in this work extends the Python lan-
guage implementation of Mask R-CNN from Abdulla (2017).
This code is built on the Keras library (Chollet et al. 2015)
using a TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016) backend. We al-
low multi-band flexible image transport system (FITS) files
(Pence et al. 2010) as image input during both the train-
ing and detection (inference) modes. The final segmentation
masks are saved as multi-extension FITS files. The problem
of source detection, classification, and deblending in astro-
nomical surveys is well-suited to the Mask R-CNN frame-
work which performs all tasks in one cohesive package.
Our Mask R-CNN implementation uses the standard
101-layer deep residual network (ResNet-101; He et al. 2016)
architecture as its backbone. On its own, ResNet-101 is a
feature extractor, wherein earlier layers detect low-level fea-
tures (e.g. corners or edges) and later levels detect high-level
features (e.g. galaxies or stars) using residual learning. By
using shortcut connections in 3-layer deep residual blocks,
ResNet-101 is able to solve the degrading accuracy problem:
with increasing network depth, accuracy becomes saturated
and degrades quickly (Bengio et al. 1994; He et al. 2016).
This occurs when back-propagating the gradient, where re-
peated multiplications involving small weights tend to create
smaller and smaller gradients to the point of ineffectiveness
(Huang et al. 2016). This is referred to as the vanishing gra-
dient problem.
As with Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN is a feature pyra-
mid network (FPN) which defines hierarchically-sized an-
chors for multi-scale object recognition. This FPN adds a
second pyramid network that allows high level features to
be passed down to lower levels and vice-versa, so that any
layer has an awareness of both low- and high-end features
Figure 2. Example of a simulated DECam image cutout with RoI
bounding boxes overlayed. Positive RoIs (solid green) correspond
to a region where a significant detection is identified. For clarity,
only 50 neutral (dashed yellow) and 50 negative (dashed red) RoIs
are shown, and the RoI bounding boxes are enlarged. Note that
the RPN scans over the backbone feature map and not the image
directly as shown here; this is done for illustrative purposes to
develop an intuition of how the RPN will identify features for
extraction.
(Lin et al. 2017). With a feature map at each level of the
second pyramid (instead of a single backbone feature in the
top layer of the first pyramid), the one most appropriate
for the size of the object is chosen at runtime, ultimately
enabling better feature extraction (Abdulla 2017; Lin et al.
2017).
Once the appropriate backbone feature map is chosen,
this is fed to the region proposal network (RPN) for scanning
(Ren et al. 2015). The RPN is a neural network which scans
in a sliding window fashion over thousands of anchors—
overlapping areas of different sizes and aspect ratios—to
generate two outputs for each anchor: an associated an-
chor class and bounding box refinement. For anchor class,
the anchor will be assigned as foreground/positive or back-
ground/negative, where the former suggests the existence of
an object contained within it, and the latter does not (a
third type, neutral, does not contribute to training). If as-
signed positive, the bounding box refinement will generate
a suggested shifted bounding box to place the object at its
center. These predictions most likely to contain objects are
called proposals and sent to the next stage as regions of
interest (RoIs; Fig. 2).
In this work we implement three RoIs classifications:
star, galaxy, or background. However, the background class
is trivial and will be ignored in our analysis. This essentially
makes our model a simple binary classifier. Now, each RoI
is assigned another bounding box. Unfortunately, RoI boxes
are likely to be of all different sizes, which confuses classifiers.
To circumvent this, RoIAlign samples the feature maps and
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2019)
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Figure 3. Typical example of PhoSim DECam training data. The simulated color image of a crowded field (left panel) and masks
corresponding to both galaxy (center panel) and star (right panel) classes are pictured. Note the realism of the simulated images: the
distribution and colors of sources, complex galaxy morphology, diffraction and blooming (most noticeably for the bright stars), bleed
trails, and cosmic rays are clearly visible.
applies bilinear interpolation1 such that there is a fixed input
size (represented by the first layer after RoIAlign in Fig 1).
RoIs are aligned with the RoIAlign layer and piped through
the CNN, a process founded by He et al. (2017) to improve
AP scores over the standard RoIPool (Girshick 2015) due to
its preservation of exact spatial locations critical to feature
extraction (He et al. 2017).
In final instance segmentation (masking) stage, each
pixel is assigned a class which can be used to mask sources
and obtain (deblended) cutouts from full-scale images. Mask
shapes are stored at bounding box positions using the
“mini masks” feature to optimize the training. We use a fixed
image size of 512×512 (image sub-region) ×3 (g,r,z bands)
pixel3 to simplify the training. These image sub-regions are
used in our extension of Mask R-CNN, and the output can
be tiled to full-scale images or mosaics.
2.2 Training Set
A common problem of artificial neural network techniques is
the lack of a sufficiently-sized, uniform, and unbiased train-
ing set. For example, one may wish to train on astronomical
sources which are too faint for current surveys or too rarely
observed. We alleviate these problems by using simulated
images of crowded extragalactic fields. Importantly, using
simulated images gives us a large training set of a known
catalog of stars and galaxies. This data is used as a truth to
test our network’s performance without the misclassification
errors in real catalogs.
We invoke The Photon Simulator (PhoSim; Peterson
et al. 2015) to simulate DECam images. PhoSim is an
ab initio photon Monte Carlo code originally developed
for LSST. We use PhoSim with the Blanco 4-m DECam
telescope/instrument options adapted from Flaugher et al.
1 The code we adopted uses TensorFlow’s crop and resize func-
tion as a numerically-efficient approximation.
(2015). The PhoSim DECam implementation includes a full
description of the optical prescription and focal plane, as de-
scribed by Cheng (2017). PhoSim can quickly simulate im-
ages of pseudorandom star and galaxy catalogs under a dis-
tribution of typical observing conditions. PhoSim includes
all relevant physics of the atmosphere, telescope and camera
optics, and detector. Below, we detail our procedure for gen-
erating a large, uniform, and realistic training set of PhoSim
DECam images.
Simulated galaxies are described using PhoSim’s
sersicComplex three-dimensional galaxy model. This model
includes three-dimensional ellipsodial Se´rsic profiles (Se´rsic
1963) for both the bulge and disk morphology, along with ad-
ditional parameters for describing irregular knots and spiral
structure and their three-dimensional orientations. By sam-
pling these parameters from realistic distributions, PhoSim
can simulate images with spiral, elliptical, or irregular galax-
ies. The approximate number density and population of
galaxies is derived from the cosmic star-formation history
described in Madau & Dickinson (2014). Galaxies are given
random, typical SEDs for the bulge and disk, derived from
Molla´ et al. (2009). A simple model accounting for the dif-
ferent stellar ages and metallicities of the bulge and disk is
considered (Peletier & Balcells 1996; Gallazzi et al. 2005).
Milky Way stars are simulated as point sources whose
number density distribution varies as a function of galactic
latitude. The stellar population follows the initial mass func-
tion described in Kroupa (2001). Stellar SEDs are derived
from Castelli & Kurucz (2003) and Kurucz (1993). Stellar
metallicities and atmosphere parameters are derived from
Allende Prieto et al. (2004) and Prugniel et al. (2011).
Next, we outline our procedure for generating the train-
ing set data. The only additional change made to PhoSim
is to use an increased number density of galaxies to sim-
ulate a more dense extragalactic field, such as a cluster of
galaxies. We use a 4× overdensity of galaxies which works
out to about 30 galaxies/arcmin2 in our images. We execute
PhoSim in two stages, which are outlined as follows:
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2019)
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(i) Simulate 512×512 pixel2 (≈ 5 arcmin2) DECam images
in 3 bands (g,r,z ) of a pseudorandom crowded extragalac-
tic field with a 150 s integration time. We simulate stars
and galaxies according to PhoSim’s realistic distributions
between the typical magnitude range 12 < g < 23. This inte-
gration time and limiting magnitude roughly approximates
typical DECaLs data release 7 coadds (Dey et al. 2019).
Given the various observing conditions, the typical mini-
mum signal-to-noise ratio limit for sources in our images is
S/N ∼ 2 Fainter objects will ultimately contribute to objects
missed in Mask R-CNN detection.
(ii) For every object in the field, simulate a 512×512 pixel2
g-band image with no background using the same catalog
from step (i). This second stage is used to produce the ob-
ject masks. This way, occlusion can be handled from the
simulated masks and the network can be trained to identify
separate masks for blended sources. Multiple instances of
PhoSim are run simultaneously to parallelize this stage.
To speed-up the simulations, we use PhoSim’s perfect
optics configuration with a simple ∼1 arcsec PSF model.
This excludes all higher-order optical perturbations and at-
mospheric effects. Although our simulations are idealized
and do not capture all systematics, the neural network only
needs to capture the basic morphology of objects and noise
in reduced images. Instead, it is sufficient to employ data
augmentation afterwards, described in §2.4, to vary the im-
ages and reduce overfitting. Each image has ∼150 object
masks corresponding to a star or galaxy. We generate 1,000
simulated DECam images in our training set, for a total
training set of approximately 150,000 astronomical sources.
An example of a typical PhoSim training set image with
its galaxy and star masks is shown in Fig. 3. We show the
distribution of object sizes (in pixels) in our images in Fig. 4.
An additional validation set with 250 images is gener-
ated using PhoSim in the same manner as the training set.
The validation set is used to reduce overfitting and tune the
hyperparameters to find the best model. During the train-
ing phase, the model is tested on the validation set to ensure
that it is generalizing sufficiently. If the model is solely clas-
sifying well on the training set but not the validation set,
this is a sign of overfitting. Similarly, we also generate a
test dataset of size 50 to get an unbiased evaluation of the
performance of the network.
2.3 Data Standardization
The color values in each training image are assigned to re-
scaled values in each band according to the z-score normal-
ization prescription,
R = A(z − z¯)/σz
G = A(r − r¯)/σr
B = A(g − g¯)/σg
(1)
where R is pixel values in the red channel, z¯ is the z-
band mean value, and σz is the z-band standard deviation
(and similarly for the green G and blue B channels using the
r and g -bands respectively). The scale factor A can be ad-
justed, for example to correct for exposure times or changes
in the instrument sensitivity. We fix A = 104 for the training.
It is important to preserve the relative values between color
Figure 4. Frequency histogram of bounding box area for objects
in the test dataset. The star and galaxy histograms are normalized
to the combined stars+galaxies distribution. This figure shows the
distribution of object sizes in our images. The vertical grey lines
show the 162 and 322 pixel2 boundaries used for the analysis in
section §3.1.
Figure 5. Histogram of normalized pixel values following Eq. 1
in a typical simulated training image. The red R, green G, and
blue B channels are shown in their respective colors.
channels so that the source color information is retained. We
perform this standardization on each set of images (an exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 5), because the distribution of values can
vary greatly in astronomical images depending on objects in
the field and observing setup/conditions. This standardiza-
tion of the image values means our network is not sensitive
to the exposure time, gain of the detector, or the final nor-
malization of the reduced images from an image reduction
pipeline. This same data standardization is performed on
real images during inferencing.
2.4 Data Augmentation
We employ the technique of data augmentation (Krizhevsky
et al. 2012; Dieleman et al. 2015) to reduce network overfit-
ting. We perform several image transformations to increase
the robustness of our network. These data augmentations
preserve object masks and classes. In this work, we augment
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2019)
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Figure 6. Example of Mask R-CNN person segmentation masks
from the MS COCO database (images taken from He et al. (2017),
Fig. 7). We employ transfer learning by initializing our training
procedure with MS COCO precomputed weights before retraining
on simulated astronomical images.
the data by randomly applying zero to four of the following
augmentations:
• Rotate: The image and masks are rotated 90, 180, or
270 degrees.
• Mirror: The image and masks arrays are mirrored left-
right or up-down.
• Blur: Smooth the image using a two-dimensional
Gaaussian kernel with size σ (in pixels) sampled from a ran-
dom uniform distribution in the interval [2.0, 6.0). This blurs
the image and masks, mimicking different PSF sizes.
• Add: Add or subtract random values element-wise to
each image channel. The possible values are restricted to a
range of ±10% times the maximum value in the image.
These simple augmentations mimic additional observing
setups and conditions at little computational expense. With
the addition to the random stars and galaxies in the PhoSim
images, our network learns rotational invariance. These im-
age augmentations help our network generalize its results to
real images or images with slightly different features than
the training set.
2.5 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is a technique in machine learning where
networks can generalize knowledge of one task to complete
a different but related task. (See Tan et al. (2018) for an
overview of deep transfer learning.) In one example of trans-
fer learning, pre-trained weights from one dataset are used
as initial conditions for training on another dataset. This
improves the speed of training and reduce overfitting of the
network. We use Mask R-CNN weights provided by Abdulla
(2017) trained on the Microsoft Common Objects in Con-
text (MS COCO) dataset (Lin et al. 2014) as the starting
point for our training procedure. MS COCO is a dataset of
∼328,000 images with 91 classes of everyday objects (Fig. 6).
2.6 Training
Our network is trained in two stages using stochastic gra-
dient descent (Kingma & Ba 2014). Stochastic gradient de-
scent updates the model parameters (weights) θ j by mini-
mizing the cost function J(θ) in the equation
θ j+1 = θ j − α ∂
∂θ j
J(θ j ), (2)
where α is the learning rate. The learning rate is a hyperpa-
rameter that is fine-tuned so that the model avoids trapping
in local minima and achieves convergence. The first stage
performs a re-training of the head layers with a learning
rate of α = 10−3. The second stage trains all layers with a
learning rate starting at α = 10−4 which we decrease progres-
sively to α = 10−6. We use 50 learning epochs in total (see
Appendix A). Nearly all 1,000 sets of training images and
250 validation images are processed per epoch. By re-scaling
our training data to 16-bit integer arrays, we can read-in sev-
eral sets of images and masks per GPU simultaneously using
ResNet-101.
When training, each sampled RoI has an associated
multi-task loss, following the form L = Lcls + Lbox + Lmask
(He et al. 2017). Here, Lcls is the classification loss − log pu
for ground-truth class u and discrete probability distribution
per RoI p = (p0, ..., pK ) over K + 1 classes (Girshick 2015).
Lbox is the bounding-box loss as defined in Girshick (2015).
Because the mask branch contains K binary masks of reso-
lution m ×m for each of the K classes, a per-pixel sigmoid is
applied and thus defines Lmask as the average binary cross-
entropy loss. This specific form of the loss was chosen by
He et al. (2017) instead of the more commonly used per-
pixel softmax and multinomial cross-entropy in fully con-
volutional network implementation to allow the network to
generate masks across classes without competition between
them. This is vital for decoupling class and mask prediction,
a key feature of the Mask R-CNN architecture.
We use four state-of-the-art NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs
(each with 5,120 cores and 16 GB high bandwidth mem-
ory) to train on 1,000 simulated color images. To speed-
up the training, we employ model-based parallelism. Our
model is copied onto each GPU where the training work-
load is divided equally before the weights are brought back
together. Our training took ∼3 hours to complete (wall
time) and reached a total training set losses of Lcls = 0.209
Lbox = 0.208 Lmask = 0.311. After this initial cost to train
the network, detection and inference can be performed on
images in less than a second. Our loss curve during training
is shown in Appendix A.
3 RESULTS
To validate our trained Mask R-CNN network, we test its
performance against simulated PhoSim images from the test
dataset. The test dataset is not used in the training, thus it
can be used to give an unbiased estimate of the network per-
formance. Then, we assess our network using a real DECam
image of a crowded field and present examples of deblending.
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2019)
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Figure 7. Typical example of detection inference (red) and
ground truth (green) in the PhoSim validation dataset. The in-
tersection over union is shown in white text near each positive
detection. Note the successful recognition of the saturated star
and several blended objects.
3.1 Network Performance
We use our simulated PhoSim catalog as a truth catalog
to validate and evaluate the performance of our Mask R-
CNN implementation. Throughout this section we use the
test dataset, on which the network is not trained. Thus, we
can avoid any misclassification bias that would come from
using a real image and catalog. However, there may be sys-
tematic differences between the simulated and real images
that are not taken into account in this section.
To quantify the performance of our network’s classifi-
cation capability, we calculate the precision and recall for
each image in the test dataset. The precision p (purity) and
recall r (completeness) are defined as follows:
p =
TP
TP + FP
(3)
r =
TP
TP + FN
(4)
where TP=true positive, TN=true negative, FP=false
positive, FN=false negative. A detection is considered pos-
itive if its ranked output (detection confidence) is greater
than a given minimum detection confidence threshold (this
value can be adjusted, but we choose 0.5 throughout this
work). Note that the detection confidence is not the same
as the Bayesian significance given by a S/N calculation. By
comparing our network’s classification results to the PhoSim
catalog, we can evaluate the precision at various recalls. In
this analysis, we analyze the precision and recall for both
star and galaxy classes as well as both classes jointly (com-
bined).
Figure 8. Precision-recall curves and mean AP scores calculated
at varying IOU thresholds averaged over the test dataset for stars.
We find IOU=0.5 gives a mean AP score of 86.8.
Figure 9. Precision-recall curves and mean AP scores calcu-
lated at varying IOU thresholds averaged over the test dataset
for galaxies. We find IOU=0.5 gives a mean AP score of 83.9.
Figure 10. Precision-recall curves and mean AP scores calcu-
lated at varying IOU thresholds averaged over the test dataset
calculated jointly for both stars and galaxies. We find IOU=0.5
gives a mean AP score of 84.2.
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We adopt a metric commonly used in the machine learn-
ing community called the average precision (AP) score2 (see
Everingham et al. 2010). The AP score is simply the area
under the precision-recall curve, averaged for each object in
an image at discrete recall levels:
AP =
1
51
∑
r ∈{0,0.02,...,1.0}
p(r) (5)
where p(r) is maximum the precision in bin ∆r. We
average the precision-recall curves and mean AP scores
for all 50 images in the test dataset. This procedure is
then done for the intersection over union (IOU) thresholds
IOU ∈ {0.5, 0.55, . . . , 0.95}. The IOU is defined as the area
of the intersection of the predicted and ground truth masks
divided by the area of the union of the predicted and ground
truth masks,
IOU =
area(maskpredicted ∩masktruth)
area(maskpredicted ∪masktruth)
. (6)
An RoI detection is considered positive if its IOU is
greater than the IOU threshold. We therefore expect fewer
positive detections at greater IOU thresholds. We show an
example of detection masks overlayed with ground truth
masks in Fig. 7 in a simulated test image. The results shown
in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 summarize the performance of our
network against PhoSim ground truth images in the test
dataset. We also show the confusion matrix at IOU thresh-
olds of 0.5 (Fig. 2) and 0.75 (Fig. 2).
In Table 1, we calculate various AP metrics to evaluate
the performance of our work for stars, galaxies, and a joint
star+galaxy (combined) evaluation. We use the standard AP
score variants used in the computer vision community de-
fined as follows:
• AP: AP score averaged over IOU thresholds of 0.5 to
0.95.
• AP50: AP score at IOU threshold of 0.5 (50%).
• AP75: AP score at IOU threshold of 0.75 (75%).
• APS: AP score of small sized (area < 162 pixel2) objects
bounding box at IOU threshold of 0.5.
• APM: AP score of medium sized (162<area < 322 pixel2)
objects bounding box at IOU threshold of 0.5.
• APL: AP score of large sized (area > 322 pixel2) objects
at IOU bounding box threshold of 0.5.
These metrics show how our Mask R-CNN implementation
performs across mask accuracy (by varying the IOU thresh-
old) and scales (by evaluating for different bounding box
sizes), as well as facilitates comparison to other works. Note,
that our definitions of APS, APM, and APL differ from those
used by the MS COCO evaluation, because astronomical ob-
jects are generally much smaller in area in pixels.
Class AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
star 48.6 86.8 32.3 86.8 – –
galaxy 49.6 83.9 42.0 75.3 7.6 0.3
combined 49.0 84.2 39.8 76.4 7.0 0.3
Table 1. Summary table of our AP score metrics calculated on
the test dataset. Note their definitions in the text. Although our
network performs well for small sources, its performance rapidly
decreases for larger sources. This is likely due to the scarcity of
sources with area > 162 pixel2 in the training images. All stars
have bounding box sizes area < 162 pixel2.
Predicted
star galaxy
T
ru
th star 585 39
galaxy 78 6302
Table 2. Confusion matrix calculated on the test dataset for
stars/galaxies at an IOU threshold of 0.5.
Predicted
star galaxy
T
ru
th star 330 68
galaxy 333 6273
Table 3. Confusion matrix calculated on the test dataset for
stars/galaxies at an IOU threshold of 0.75.
Figure 11. Examples of close blends identified as separate galax-
ies in a real DECaLs image using our deep learning technique.
Bounding box edges are shown as white dashed lines, and masks
are shown as transparent white regions. An additional S/N or
detection confidence cutoff may be applied afterwards to remove
false or spurious detections.
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Figure 12. Typical example of detection inference in a full test dataset simulated image. Although this image is not used in the training,
it is a typical example of what the training images look like (generated using the same PhoSim settings and procedure). Galaxy masks
are shown in light blue and star masks are shown in green. The detection confidence the object belongs to that particular class is shown
above each mask. Note several blends are successfully identified as separate objects, particularly at the lower-right.
3.2 Deblending
To test the deblending capability of our code, we simulate
a PhoSim image with a high number density of galaxies to
2 The AP score has largely superseded the older area under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in the computer
vision community in favor of the AP score’s greater sensitivity
for high-performing networks.
mimic the DECaLS images. One relevant inference config-
uration parameter is DETECTION_NMS_THRESHOLD. This pa-
rameter sets the intersection threshold for non-maximum
suppression (NMS). Mask R-CNN and other sliding win-
dow -based approaches typically result in several high-
confidence detections for individual objects. NMS rejects
low-confidence bounding boxes that have high IOU overlaps
with another bounding box. We use an IOU threshold of 0.3
for typical images, although this threshold may be lowered
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2019)
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Figure 13. Example of detection inference in a real DECaLS image of ACO 1689. Galaxy masks are shown in light blue and star masks
are shown in green. The detection confidence the object belongs to that particular class is shown above each mask. The central nucleus
of the cluster is located in the upper-left of the image.
in very dense regions, such as the dense central nucleus of
a cluster of galaxies, to increase the likelihood that close
blends are identified as distinct objects.
In Fig. 11, we demonstrate several examples of de-
blending performed using our Mask R-CNN technique. The
network recognizes close blends and generates segmenta-
tion maps that encompass each object. Additional post-
processing may be done in some scenarios, such as a S/N
cutoff or a smoothing refinement of the masks. Presently,
we allow some pixels to overlap with multiple objects after
NMS is applied. Ultimately, the pixels that lie inside each
masked region can simply be used to isolate objects.
3.3 Inference on real images
To investigate the performance of our network on real im-
ages, we use the public data release 7 DECaLs coadds avail-
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able on the NOAO science archive3. We wish to assess our
network in the limit of a crowded extragalactic field. There-
fore, we use images centered on clusters of galaxies in the
Abell Catalog (Olowin 1988; Abell et al. 1989). Specifically,
we use DECaLS images of ACO 1689. ACO 1689 is a rich
(class 4; Abell et al. 1989) cluster with a type II-III Bautz-
Morgan classification (Bautz & Morgan 1970) at z = 0.183.
ACO 1689’s richness and the fact that it has been exten-
sively studied (e.g. Taylor et al. 1998; Tyson & Fischer 1995)
and imaged by DECam makes it a good target for our tests.
We show the result of a detection/inference on a simulated
image (Fig. 12) and a real image (Fig. 13) for comparison.
We note that the PSF appears significantly larger in the
real images compared to the simulated images. This may is
likely due to choosing idealized simulated images that ex-
cludes some atmospheric or optical perturbations that en-
large the PSF. Another contributing factor is the DECaLS
images are coadds taken in varying seeing conditions, which
may results in a larger PSF. Despite this, our neural network
is not overly-sensitive to the PSF size because we employ
a Gaussian blur augmentation. However, very bright stars
which have significant blooming can result in a badly-fitting
mask or misclassification as a galaxy and a low IOU score
for that detection.
3.4 Ultra-Deep Fields
We investigate how the richness (source density) of the
field affects our networks performance. In general, a deeper
and more crowded field is likely to contain a larger num-
ber overlapping objects. Following the procedure outlined
in §2.2, we simulate additional images with PhoSim us-
ing an exposure time of 30 hours with galaxies as faint as
g = 28. This deep field mimicks the depth of the Subrau HSC
ultra-deep field or ten-year LSST coadds, containing ∼ 750
galaxies/arcmin2. For these simulations, we turn of charge
saturation and cosmic rays in PhoSim. The result is shown
in (Fig. 14). We then calculate the mean AP score in this
image at an IOU threshold of 0.5, following the same proce-
dure outlined in §3.1. We find AP = 52 (stars) and AP = 7.6
(galaxies). Our network is not sensitive to the number of
density of sources in the image, because the number of ob-
jects detected increases in proportion to the number in the
simulations. However, galaxies with redshifted SEDs that
are too faint to appear in the training images are not de-
tected. We could mitigate this effect and increase the AP
score by training on images with longer exposure times with
higher-redshift galaxies or allowing a lower detection confi-
dence threshold.
4 DISCUSSION
One of the main strengths of this technique is its speed and
ease of use after training. After training is completed, we
find individual images can be processed in 100 milliseconds
or less depending on the GPU(s) used (not including time to
read/write the results). This and similar machine learning
3 http://archive.noao.edu
techniques have this important strength, which is partic-
ularly relevant for large astronomical surveys. In addition,
our Mask R-CNN package performs all tasks of object detec-
tion, classification, and segmentation in parallel in a simple
conceptual framework. Finally, our package is insensitive to
configuration parameters, such as the density of sources in
the field, PSF size, and exposure time. Instead, a large and
diverse set of training images and additional data augmen-
tations is needed.
Here we describe briefly the new and unique contribu-
tions of this work:
• Establish a novel technique for instance segmentation
(masking) in astronomical images.
• Show how existing deep learning techniques in the field
of computer vision can be used to solve difficult problems
such as deblending in astronomy.
• Use of multi-band information to perform star/galaxy
classification and deblending.
• Train a neural network on large, realistic simulated im-
ages approaching the size of whole CCDs.
There are several limitations to the machine learning
techniques used in this work. First, it can be hard to cor-
rect for the systematic differences between simulated and
real images. Issues arise if the real images do not mimic the
simulated images. This can occur if the data in one band is
missing or noisy (confusing the colors of objects). However,
transfer learning could be used to perform a fine-tuning re-
training for these scenarios. Occasionally, the neural network
will confuse bright galaxy bulges for stars if the network
has not been trained to a sufficient loss. This can be solved
by training more extensively, employing non-maximum sup-
pression to quickly reject these stars, or perhaps using simu-
lated galaxies more brighter or more realistic bulges. Finally,
it can be challenging to generate a realistic training set that
accounts for the vast differences in images in different regions
of the sky. For example, globular clusters, near the galactic
center of the Milky Way, or images of large/extended galax-
ies may be challenging regimes. However, we expect that
these problems can be mitigated if these types of objects
were added to the simulated training data. Although care
must be taken when simulating images of these ultra-dense
regions. Because PhoSim works by generating a catalog from
a three-dimensional space, we must not train for detections
on sources that are completely obscured by another object.
In the future, we will explore masking additional fea-
tures such as cosmic rays and bleed trails. These distinct
features should be straightforward for Mask R-CNN to learn.
We may also explore different network architectures for
instance segmentation, such as the popular U-Net (Ron-
neberger et al. 2015). U-Net may be better-suited to full-
scale astronomical images because it does not create re-
gions around each object, which can lead to inefficiencies
in the training. The down-side is that U-Net can only inher-
ently perform semantic segmentation (i.e., not distinguish-
ing masks of individual objects of the same class). Therefore,
these methods must eventually fall-back on traditional tech-
niques to handle mask occlusion, and may suffer from the
same issues current pipelines face in crowded fields.
Moreover, we will explore (a) executing and tiling re-
sults on a full-scale dataset with images taken under a vari-
ety of conditions, such as DES or HSC deep coadd images;
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Figure 14. An example of an ultra-deep 30 hour simulation and detection inference. Galaxy masks are shown in light blue and star
masks are shown in green. The detection confidence the object belongs to that particular class is shown above each mask. Many of the
fainter and higher redshift galaxies are not detected with a confidence threshold of 0.5 or higher because they appear redder than the
galaxies in our training data. However, nearly all of more typical sources are detected.
(b) predicting probability contours for objects by training
using different mask sizes or IOU cutoffs, add photometric
redshift prediction, adding additional galaxy classes in place
of the generic “galaxy” classification, such as spiral, ellipti-
cal, irregular, and lensed; (c) implementing a more robust
interface for training and configurations. Mask R-CNN can
also be used on video for real-time instance segmentation,
which may have interesting applications for LSST and time-
domain astronomy.
There may also be additional ways to optimize our Mask
R-CNN implementation (both training and detection) on as-
tronomical image data. For example, it is possible that dif-
ferent contrast stretching such as Lupton et al. (2004) (see
Gonza´lez et al. 2018) or backbone architecture will produce
better results on astronomical images. The standard tech-
niques adopted in this work (linear scaling with the ResNet-
101 backbone) used on terrestrial images in the MS COCO
dataset may not be as optimal for astronomical data which
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typically have smaller objects at lower S/N. Based on our
evaluation, using training images which are less realistic, but
include a larger variety of objects and with a more uniform
distribution of sizes may be appropriate.
Because our network works well on real images, this
work also acts as a unique and real-world validation of
PhoSim itself. Several additional telescopes/instruments are
implemented in PhoSim, including LSST and Subaru HSC.
Therefore, extensions of this work to other telescopes would
be straightforward. We would welcome further extensions
of the Astro R-CNN code repository (Burke et al. 2019) to
improve the training, performance, and usability. Transfer
learning from this work to other telescopes or surveys could
also be used to shorten training time and with little required
GPU resources.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we develop a new deep-learning method for
classifying and deblending sources in astronomical images.
Using PhoSim, we generate simulated images and catalogs
used as a ground truth comparison for supervised machine
learning. Our code, Astro R-CNN efficiently performs all
tasks of source detection, classification, and deblending in
one package. The network is robust to object overlaps and
mask occlusion, resulting in clean deblends for significantly
blended sources.
We evaluate the performance of our network using the
AP score metric, and show the precision and recall curves
for stars and galaxies. Our network performs well at mod-
erate IOU thresholds. We measure a precision of 92% at
80% recall for stars and a precision of 98% at 80% recall for
galaxies in a typical field with 30 galaxies/arcmin2 with an
IOU threshold of 0.5 and a minimum detection confidence
threshold of 0.5. We show multiple examples of deblending
in real and simulated images, including in the central nucleus
of an Abell cluster of galaxies. Because of the region-based
nature of the Mask R-CNN neural network, the results are
insensitive to the density of sources in the image therefore
may be used at different galactic latitudes. If care is taken to
configure and train Astro R-CNN properly, it may be used on
a variety of real images. The depth and quantity of images
in current and future deep optical surveys demands efficient
and robust techniques such as this one. We suggest future
endeavors use this work as an example to apply even newer
and rapidly-advancing techniques from the computer vision
community to astronomy.
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APPENDIX A: LOSS CURVES
We show the training loss versus epoch following the learn-
ing schedule described in §2.6 in Figures A1,A2,A3,A4. The
total loss L is defined as the sum of the class, bounding box,
and mask losses: L = Lcls+Lbox+Lmask (He et al. 2017). We
stop training at 50 epochs. After ∼50 epochs, the asymptotic
loss curves show diminishing returns. We note that the val-
idation loss is consistent with the training loss. Scheduling
the learning rate to progressively decrease during the train-
ing enables refinement of the network performance without
overfitting on the training set.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
Figure A1. Mask R-CNN total loss versus training epoch.
Figure A2. Mask R-CNN class loss versus training epoch.
Figure A3. Mask R-CNN bounding box loss versus training
epoch.
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Figure A4. Mask R-CNN mask loss versus training epoch.
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